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ABSTRACT
I'

Power, or influence.,' in educational governance is increasingly be-

coming diffused. Zvery ne in education now feels relatively power-

less. A political mod -I of decision-making, emphasizipg consultatjon
with representatives o; interest groups, is now appropriate. In this

model, the school,boari functions as "Meta- Mediator ". This modifies

the role of the senio administrators.

Recent studies have i.entified a typologyof power structures;
dominated, factional pluralistic and inert structures exist, but
pluralistic, charact rized by interest group politics, are most

common. In such sy I ems activist educators are likely to cause and

encounter conflict n,their corner with organizational improvement.

exerci e of Inifluence in coping with conflict it plural*

istic environments is a vitAl skill for senior administrators.

Conflict,_as opposed to co-operation occurs when groups perceive a

divergence of int rests, as opposed t commonality of interests. The

chances of eacef I
adjustment are maximized* when a degree of sharel

interests e ists, and when some other,conditions ate met, including

the exisfe Oe of institutional arrangements for negotiation.

External c nflic s, between the organization and clients, .pre increasing-,

Ay common and ca be extremely difficult to'deal with. TvYo common

strategie , atti ude change and power, can be used alternately.
Generally, atti ude change strategies are tried first in educational:

conflict , ill the hope of arriving at compromise solutions, and only

when. the e fail will power strategies be undertaken. Ipternal confl&cts

are 'more eaily dealt 'with, because of additional resources available

to the administrator. Once again, it is desirable tp.avold power

strategies.
.

Conflict management is increasingly a common activity and essential

skill of senior administrators. Training or experience in it is thus

an increasingly important qualification for leadership roles.
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THE INCREASED PLURALISM AND POLITICIZATION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION -

- COPING WITH4CONFLICT
/

Peter Coleman
Superin.tendent

St. Boniface School Division

N.

I am going to talk about eddcational decision- making in political' '

contexts, and in particular, decision-making in conflict situations. My

viewpoint is that Of participant observer, dhd generally, the sources of -

what I will say ar?-my own experience and reported sOcial science'thOught

and research. MuCh of the reported research seems to me to fail the test of

expePrience, that is, does not seem relevant or helpful in understanding i

.,decision-making inwhich I have participated, or which l'have observed. The

II(--generalizations presented here aboUt decision-making -I believe pass two

tests: they are consistent with the findings of social scientists,' and they

are validated by my own experience.

First, I would like to establish a general context by examining the

general disIribution of power in educational governance at present, and the

effect this has on cision - making. Then I will deal ,more spedifically with

community power structures MT/ school districts, with the roles of two key

actors in educational decision-making, trustee and superintendent,. and the

impact of community power structures on the ways in which these roles are
.

carried out. Finally, It will provide what-seems to me to be a usefpl

and releyant perspective for a senior administrator-involved in educational

decision-making in variety of common situations involving conflict.

1
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POWER DIFFUSION'AND EDUCATIONAL DECJSION-MAKING

'I have argued elsewhere that educators are becoming increasingly

sensitive about power and its pos'ession, and that we are seeing curruntly

a redistribution of-power in which teachers and citizens (and perhaps students)

are net gainees, and alminIstrators pna frpstees atiAdsers. -However, use Of,'411e

, .

term power, Is misleedihg 16 discussions of education governance since power is rarely

decisive. Influence is a more useful term. Decisions are effectively-con-.
/

sensual decisions, since school .systems are now characterized by what I would

all influence diffusion. (See Coleman, 1975,1in press, for detailed giscussion.)-

Another way of describing this trend is to examine.public value

orientations. According to Williams, (1973) governmental Institutions generally

are, affected by three basic value positions and .shifts in emphasis between

them. The positions are representativeness, technical competence, and execu-

tive leadership. Currently, strong executive leadership by an individual is_

not welcome Wour-decision-Making contexts. Similarly technical competence

is at a low ebb. The predominant value is representativeness or participation.

Decisions in education are very frequently questioned nowadays not because

they are wrong but because some groups with an interest in the issue were not

consulted.

1. Senior administratort .increasingly feel powerless: "administrative power=

There are three important consequences of this diffusion of influence:

lessness is becoming one of the most pervasive realities of organizational

life " (Erickson, 1972).

2. As diffusion occufs, there is increased frustration since everyone feels

-.""" powerless. This was the conclusion of two researchers for a Commission

0

on Educational Governance which recently completed a nation-wide examination

of citizen opinion on "Who Controlsthe Schof ols?" in the United States

(Weinstein and Mitchell, 1275, .p.2).-
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3e As influence becomes more diffused both conflict and consultative modes.
4

of operation become increasingly important features'of educational

decision-making.

'Thee is by no means unanimous agreement about administrator
oo

powerlessness. One examination of the governande issue sees the reduction

of.administrator power as a major reqbirement for impraed governance, and

yet to be accompkished:

"The third part of governance we address-derives. from the enormous

resources lodged in the superintendent's office and the 'widespread

\tendency to label educational issues as technical and professional rather

than poriIical questions. Thus the third cbmponent cdnsists of the

ability of the public's represenftives.to confront the superintendent's

office, .thsesocial and political elements about the district which

or

encourage confrontation, and the characteristics of, board members and

superintendents which are important in this regard" (Zeigler and

Jennings, 19.74, p. xv).

It is difficult to reconcile this research finding with the per-

ceptions of others, until one notes that Zeigler's data were gathered in.st k

1968 (p. 15),and identifies is'initial bias:"the superintendent and the

board are engaged in a contest for influence" (p.19). Only in the 1970's

do wefind perceptions of administratdowerlessnesS - the trend is of
-

recent origin.

In general, this relative powerlessness, resulting frominfluence

diffusion, enforces a different'kind of decision-making. The rational
c

decision making model, in which a series of alternatives is examined by .1

wise and far-sighted administrator, who selects the "best" in relation to.

overall goals, is believe now only releant to a small range of unimportant

decisions.
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On(most serious issues there are at least two: alternative points
. .

VAof vie requiN4ng two different courses of action, and based on different
,

value pos lions.' Consultation in such instances invariably requires 'coping

with conflict, and I would like "to suggest a decision-making model, which can

be called either a political model or a conflict model, relevant to these

situations, and based on Corwin's view A the nature of organizations.,

Corwin defines an organization as consisting of 1. stable patterns

of interaction, between 2 coalitions of groupsXvirlg a collective identity,

and 3. pursuing interests and accomplishing tasics, and 4: co-ordinated

through a system of authority. (tee-Parsons, 1963, pp. 244-248 for a full

theoretical statement.)

This decision-making triode' emphasd.zes six things about some decisions

in.edvcational apiministralion:

t...,
.

1. They.arge characterized,by compromise and consensus based on the represen-

tation of different points of view bytmdifferent interest grolips, who are

seen as haling the right of consultation.

,2. The decision-making process is routinized in the committeewhase members

represent different interest groups, which is so common a featudeof our

lives as administrators now as to be virtually. invisible.

c 3. There is an expectation-that each group represented will provide Some

value positions, as their contribution to the decision-making process.

This is expected to legitimize the decisions made in the eyes of organiz-

ational members and clients.

4 The decision made will usually be a compromise between different prefer-

ences, rather than the best decision in the technical sense. However,

this model can be considered to include the rational-technical model

generally used by decision theorists, since different interest groups provide

different alternatives, and often the "best" (in some sense) alternative

will be chosen.
7
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-5. This model then slgrifficantly limits the importahce of technical competence,

' and thus pf profe'ssional control of decision-making.

6. It should be emphasized that the model is intended to suggest that'each

interest group sees different issues as vital, different'data as relevant,

and different values as important. For example, teachers would be more

concerned with cleer expectations', working ciaditions, amdjob assignments

and would see such data as the important things about a new school.

Parent's on the other hand would regard school discipline,

transportation, lunch hours, the quality of the teachers, and the type.

of instrdctional programs/as the importarit issues, with data on these

issues being relevant.

The model is portrayed in the chart which follows. The Board
411-.

receives position statements from a variety of sources, and may feel obliged .

to make compromise decisions. This perception of the Board's operations is

identical with Lutz's view of the school board as "meta-mediator":

"A meta-mediator is a decision-Making system that processes all competing

demands, organizes, 'reorganizes, modifies, generalizes, illuminates and

emphasizes and in general reshapes these demands into an operational

decision involving, usually, the distribution of limited resources"

(Lutz, 1975, p.1).

This certainly has wjde acceptance as the fundamental task of

school boards'(.cf. the notipn of responsiveness in Zeigler and Jennings,

'1974, pp. 77-94). pnfortunately, empirical 'studies have demonstrated that

much of school board decision making is administrative, and not political:

in one study, only 16 of 187 edcisions were policy decisions (Campbell, 1970,

p.189).

8



SCHOOL-DISTRICT DECISION- MAKING - A POLITICAL MODEL

INTEREST GROUPS

ISSUES

DATA

VALUES

SCHOOL

BOARD

AS

DECISION-MAKING

UNIT

Groups
-

1. Teachers
2. Administrators
3. Government
4. Students
5. Parents
6. Taxpayers

3

9
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If the political model of decision - making becomes the norm, there

will be significant effects on the traditional roles of trustees and administra-

A .

tilers in decision-making. The trustee will increasingly derive legitimacy from

)
* t

,
.

the institutional machinery of election, which ensures representativeness, and

from commitment to "the effective transmittal of informed public expectation"
0

(Pitman, 1972, p.9). The distinguishing characteristics of the trustee will

befirst, a clear notion of community wishes and commitment to a continuous

process of reading public opinioni and secono the Ability to ensure that the

wishes of the community are part of the complex'bf forces that produce

educational decisions.

The role of the senior administrator in board decision-making is

generally described as that of "professional adviser". The administrator

provides information on which the Board bases its decisions,--and then implements

the decisions However, this is clearly an inadequate description.of the

complex relationship between administrator and board members. In general,

senior administrators in education, as in public administration generally

(see Mainzer, 1973, p.70), now participate quite extensively indecision - -making

on policy issues. Procedure varies, but in some districts there are essentially

two levels of decision-making, the school level and the board level, with senior

administrators- participating at the board level. This participation may some-

times take the form of the "policy researcher" role (Coleman, 1974), and/or the

role of mediator betWeen interest groups, on behalf of the Board, or most

commonly, that of advocate of a particular s:?lution or decision.

Whatever.form the participation takes, the administrator will

increasingly find himSelf dealing with value questions. The politi4P model

emphasizbs these, and rn any.event educational decision-making is value-laden.

Since the degree of technical expertise and specialized knowledge in eduCatfon

administration is not high',-value concerns are more critical than in other

10 .
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areas of pubEic administration. Furthermore, 'public administration in a

constitutional democracy is destinguished fro private administration by

greater value complexity" (Mainzer, 1.173: . 17). One illustratioJ of

this ttend is the current interest in identifying goals, i.e. the value

bases of policy decisions. The, participation of professional administrators

inn thisis'essential but touchy, since values are the particular concern of

the trustee (see Coleman, 1974). Another illustration is the current concern

with opinion suo4eys of various types.

This consideration of decision-making and roles has concerned

itself with new.trds and probable developments. Empirical studies of

e.ducational governance and the distribution of power in communities demonstrate

that the situation has been quite different, in the recent past.



COMMUNITY POWER STRUCTURES AND THE EDUCATI NAL ADMINISTRATOR

The analysis of community power tructures has some history.

Early "reputational" studies4(e.g. Hunter, 1953) were criticiz d- on the

grounds that they assumed that "decision-makers are likely to emain the same

from issue t e" (Polsby, )963), and because of "responde t ' confusion

of status and power" (Wolfinger, 1960). Contemporary studies are likely to

supplement reputational techniques with decision analysis techniques (e.g. Dahl,

1961) to avoid such problems.
0

A further problem.with such studies has been a tendency to over-

generaliie the findings, to suggest that the community studied is typical.

Recent studies tend to find a typology of structures, within which actual

community power arrangements fit more or.less well (e.g. McCarty and Ramsey,
A

1971; Nunnery and Kimbrough, 1971). The two studies cited arrived at very

similar conclusions, each identifying four common alternative structures in

educational governance, and hence are Mutually suppo'rtive.

.
In the chart which follows, the McCarty and Ramsey formulation is

used. Perhaps the main weakness of their description is a tendency to see

the structures as relatively permanent. In fact, it seems ugbable that

changes from one type to another,occur relatively often. The lafinoccone and

Lutz (1970) model, although similar, provides for change in suggesting:

1. The.notion o a cycle of policy-making in which longer periods. Of policy

stability are disrupted by periods of relatively abrupt policy change;

2. The discovery that two pivotal eventsreveal this policy change cycle in

action, namely:

a) the replacement of the chief executive ina district, and

b) the defeat of an incumbent school board member at flue polls.

12
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CtOlUNITY POWER STRUCTURES AND THE ADMINISTRATIONOF EDUCATION
Ak

Bai,eCon McCarty and Ramsey, The School-Managers: Power and
ConlOct in American Public Education 1971.

4

',QOAMUNtTY POWtFOCSTRUCTURE, SCHOOL BOARD -SUPE=RINTENDENT

DOMINATED-.-

A special., group exercises

poWer over policieS of the
,Board, and the role of the
Superintendent,

.

4

:Conflid-or controversy is
controlled or elimibated

.131Y inflUentiiel people.

:DOMINATED

Board elections are not con-
tested, sometimes through
control of nominations.
Trustees 'are members of the
dominant 'group, or refer
decisions to a'dominant
,group or individual:"
DecigIon-making is consen-
sual; and private, with -

.frequent reference to
outside influential.

FUNCTIONARY

The Superintendent implements
policy, withoutparticipating :
in its deve.lopment, maintains
the organization,4and copes
with problems.

Superintendent is unlikely to
initiate any change,or be seen',
as influential. He/she would
never oppose the BoaH on any
issue. He/she gives the IMF %.,

pression of- being cautious,
procrastinating, and indecisive.

FACTIONAL

Two opposing.groups exer- '

cise power on many issues,
including Board elections
and policies. These
factions may be based on
political, religious, lin-
guistic, or cultural
allegiancei, and are
relativelylperenanent.

1=-

FACTIONAL POLITICAL STRATEGIST

Board elections are. con- The Superintendent Is always
'tested strongly with shift- conscious of the factions on the
ing'majoritles on the.Board. Board, 6'ut tries to'void be-

Trustees tre representatives coming identified with one ,

of factions, and react accor- faction. He may seek public
dingy on most issues. support personally for protection
Majority decisions, contes- Since every decision is opposed
te'd by minority represen- . by some trustees, the Superinteh-
tatives, are norTal. dent is always subject to
Board activities are pub- criticism and hostility. Often,

.lic and conflict-riddeh. the Supeintendent refrains from
There is very rarely a con- making any commitments, or
sensual decision; even on expressing any opinions publicly .

'major issues. Personal.

antagonisms are common.

13
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COMMUNITY POWfR.STRUCTURE SCHOOL BOARD

PLURALISTIC

kvariety of groups have
influence, but none hat
decisive power. ,On dif-
forent issues groups combine
or oppose each other, and
may produce candidates for
the Board elections.

-et

STATUS-CONGRUENT

SUPERINTENDENT

Trustees must pay constant
attention to'issues and
community fe4ling. There
are no feuds. Debate in-
fluences voting on issues,
deFegations are frequent,
and trustees articulate*
positions oirissues. Their
status and -longevity are in-
fluenced by these Positions.
The Board attempts to reach
consensus on compromise
positions.

PROFS IONAL.ADVISOR ,

The Superintendent concentrates
on long-term organizational
improvement. He is ,goal-

oriented, &ed eager for useful
change.

.By demonstrating rationality,
integrity and reliability he/she
acquires the necessary support
to ,improve the organization. By

co-operative decision-making,
he/she retainsHt.

The Superintendent participates
actively in Board policy-making,
but without seeking undue

influence.

INERT SANCTIONING

No community influence or The Board requires and
interest in Board. activities, accepts professional leader-
or in educational issues ship. Recommendations are
generally. ' rarely seriously. questioned,

and almost never rejected.
No community consultation
seems to take place.
Meetings are short, effec-
tively private, votes are
unanimous, and election
contests rare. Contro-

, versial issues.are rarely
debated.

DECISION-MAKER

The Stiperintendent feels little
hesitation in making a wide.
variety-of decisions, and
assumes that his recommendations
are going to be'accepted. He
feels no necessity to consult
with the community, or anyone-
else. Candidates for the Board
-are often solicited and/or in-
formally endorsed by the
Superintendentt

He is perceived by members of
the community and the Board as
the real decision-maker but
without uneasiness and hostility.

I

1
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Any cross-sectional, as opposed, to longitudinal, study is likely

to exaggerate pdrmanence..NOwever, if Williams is correct in seeing the

dominance of the` participation value, and if influence diffusion is an

. 'associated and important trend, one would expect dominated and inert power

structures to become-less and less common. They are of course associated with

lack of general interest in the community about educational issues. The

rising costs of education, the Wide au0i nee gained by the critics of public

education, and continuing urbanization al make probable more and more community

concern. 'Factional and pluraliStic structures are likely to become the norm.

McCarty and..Ramsey do not specify a frequency distribution, but even though

they were seeking'samPles of allfour types in the Northeast and the Midwest,

their final sample contained 23 pluralistic communities in 4 total of 51

(1971, p. 244). i

The typology may also exaggerate the degree of subordination of

position holders; for example, McCarty and Ramsey maintain that "if a
. . .

superintendent's dyle' of-performance does not adjust to the community power-
'

ucture . . . if necessary he will besummarily'dimissed"'(1971, p,P4).

wo id ague that there are other possibilities, including changes in power

structure, and that individual' superintendents and schbol board members are

not powerless to bring these about. Thus I am arguing for an interactive .

.

rather than a conformist model, in which there are at least two important

variables: the role expectations and the basiolassumptions of individual

trustees and superintendents.

In the previous section,Ithe effects of the political/ model of

decision-making on the roles of trustees and adinistrators have been described.

The trustee who sees his role as ,mediator will fit very badly into dominated or

inert power structures, as'wil.l the administrator who sees it as part of_his duty

to ensure that the schools become and remain responsive to the wishes of the

CoMmunity. 1)
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With regard to the Basic assumptions of educe/Ors, a simple dis-
, ._

tir'ion, between activists and preservers, is very useful. Activists
.

seem

driven by consciousness of the gap between an ideal edu1ational system and

the real system in which they work. They ))elleye they can change things.

A
the are preRarzed to t

1;r

11
.t positions until, retirement. The preservers, On the other hand,

/

risks, and they ao, pot expect to 'remain in their

bel eve that their presentatem is as good as can,be expected, that if is

threatened by forces which they must thwart, and that their Job is system
44

maintenance. The activist takes the initiative: he raises issues, makes

demands onpeople for performance, emphasizes evaluation and accou-ntability, and

generally stirs things up. The preserve becauhe assumes .that the system

can only get worse, reacts to issues, reluctant to make demands on staff,

resists evaluation and accountability, and generally tries keep things quiet.

t.
Carlson (1972) makes a similar but empirical ,distinction between types

of superintendents. Carlson's first type, place-bound superintendents, values

work in a particular. community over position; however, "the career-bound

superintendent_glaces greater value on a career as superintendenfthan on life

in a specific community" (1972, p. 42). Carlson shows that place-bound super-
tj

intendents are less likely to adopt innovations, to develop new rules, to-hire"

additional administrators for 'central office, or to engagein conflict. The

career-bound superintendent sees'conflict as inevitable and himself as expendable.

As one career-bound superintendent puts it describing a specific,situation, "I

knew'this was a. tough job. It 'looked to me as if the school board and thesystem

would have to go through one more superintendent before the several communities

would learn to work together. I told the board this" (Carlson, 1972, p. 139).

Activist educators and trustegs, with the role conceptions already,

suggested, seem likely to encourage and assist in the-move to more pluralistic

structures, which may already be thenorm. Within such structures, coping

with conflict is the most important activity of the educational administrator.
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COPING WITH CONFLICT

, .

.

0.

I believe school administrators often regard conflict,as unusual

and undesirable. However, neither characterization-is'accurate. Because an

. .

organization is "an arrangement oj later4dpendent parts, each having a

/special function with respectcithe whole" '(Cantwright, 1965, p.1). the relation-
.

. shi-between parts alWays- involves some conflict. "Conflict theory . .

. -

stresses the tension inherelf,t in the very fact of differentiation" (Corwin,

p.22). Thus conflict should be seen .as normal in organizations; in many

ways, it is also desirable. For example, consider the signifigance of

grievances: .

"Grievances may be perceived in a more useful and constructive way, as

part, Of. the normal psyChology of organizations. We can draw upon a

cybernetic framewQ* and see. grievances as constituting 'a feedback loop

in a personnel administration system . . . 'Since a jeedbatk loop is a

formal and necessariyart of a system and a vital control to govern the

functioning of the system, grievances can thencne'seen as normal and .

, even necessary. Grievances test the effectiveness of a system (Lutz,

Kleinman and Evans, 1967, p. vii).

Some adMinistrators may view conflict as undesirable because it rs

unpleasant for individuals. Even this view is somewhat InaccUrate.

For some people conflict is in fact pleasant, although these people are not

_usually-bureaucrats: "Open conflict cen turnout to be irresistibly attrac*ive

to participants. ma may enioy"it wholeheartedly even while they feel

guilty over their enjoyment" (Hall, 1967, p.1). 10 call such people',

"troublemakers".'However, it, is a fact of life which should not be overlooked

in coping with conflicts.

- If conflict is neither unusual nor undesirable, and will be made more

common by the developing pluralistic power structures, and by influence

diffusion, with which administrators increasingly must deal, then learning to

17
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"manage" conflict is an-essential new skill for 'the senior administrator.

The ways in wh ch such administrators must cope with conflict are increasingly

poiltkcaj ways. .Since.the.simple exercise of coercive power is no longer

.
. . 4

.
_ .

- . : .. ..

possible "one suspoCts-that everlwe,frequen4jy iss3les Will be resoived by, '

- - ..' t...., .. a
.

7

z-bargdining andpOliticS. (troth-beingforMs Of, comproMise) 'rather than-b? b'
. . ,

tOmInation': fN6nne'r,y, 1975, p.5). -Thus the administrator must learn -o wield
.

infibence rather than power, and the vital question about educational leadership.
-

is "Can the modern.strategfe's of persuationi involvement,- participation, an0

interaction,witl) external systems-and influenflals be widely 'used by educational

.
leaders" (Fri en, 1975; p.4),.?

I would argue further that'since change inevitably creates conflict,
.

, .

the administrafor-hrmself, If he is an activist,` must be ready tb create new

conflicts and cope with theip. The alternative yields the initiative to other

groups:

, 1

a

"In many areas of educational policy decision, the union or teacher

14).-association has almostcOmpletely seized the initiative. It is at this

lev4 flat thp fight for-eduGafional. leadership exists. It matters not

so much whether teachers particip\ ate in policy and goal setting;.it matters

a great deal if.the initiative is\consistentlY and solely theirs and never

with the board or the administration"(Lutz, f967, p.86).
.11

Thus for the activist educator, In particular, the development of conflict Management.

skills crucial, Failure to manage conflict well is probably the most

common cause of administrafor dismissal, especially for activists.

Educational administrators are likely to encounter a variety of

kinds of conflicts arisingfrom a variety of sources. A useful categoriza-
.

tion focusses on the organizatiion, and in this case the school district.

There is internal conflict, between members of the organization, and external

conflict, between the organization and its clients or other organizations.

18
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-Conflict can concern organiiational goals, Methdps or processes, or outcomes.

The'discussion of conflict provided here will be relatively broad,

and will attempt to clarify the general nature of conflict, in a way which

suggests hqw to cope with conflicts of various kinds. I propose to treat

conflict and co-operation as the two extremes on an interaction continuum 44

describing one facet of group activity.

The content of the continuum is perceived interests: "Just as the

sources of co-operation,are fOund in actual or perceivedcommonality of

interests, the,sources of conflict are found in some degree of actual:
(or per-

ceived divergence of interest" (Gross, 1964, p. 271).

There are a variety of possible conflict outcomes?. "These mi8V .

take the forthof avoidance, deadlock, domination-defeat, compromise, and

'integration. Any actual outcome of conflict resolution is usually a combination

of two or more of these outcome forms" (Gross, 1964, p. 274). Another viewpoint

suggests that there /re only three possible outcomes: coercion, peaceful

adjustment, and deadlock (Dahl, 19634p.73).

These points can be summarized in a simple diagram.

CO-OPERATION CONFLICT

INTEGRATION

DEGREE OF PERCEIVED COMMONALITY OF INTERESTS

I RELATIVELY' - RELATIVELY DEADLOCK OR

SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY DOMINATION/

COMPROMISE COMPROMISE DEFEAT

We can now examine the possible outcomes in more detail, and the conditions in

an organization which ,maximize the probabilityof peaceful adjustments of
I

conflict.

-Avoidance or deadlock as an outcome is common, and sometimes: desirable.

Avoidance is a common technique, with major benefjts. We all know of conflicts

in education which all parties concerned have avoided because of the potential

for great damage. For example, the issue of the working hours of teachers has
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been avoided throughout Canada, to this point. Deadlock is common in situations

"whereo0ower is widely dispersed among many individual groups, when every

solution is a compromise that is objectionable to many, and when'every settle-
.

ment itself creates new prqblems". .(Gross, 1953, p.26). But deadlock is only

possible when the interdependence of the parties to the conflict is so low that

resolution is not essential (Dahl, 1963, p.73), or when the issue is of low

importance to both, compared to other issues which can be resolved.

Victory or defeat is a rare outcome in internal conflicts, because

of the impact in the long run. It ismore common in external conflicts, but

even here is avoided as much as possible because of the created. Thus

administrators and boards will go to great lengths to placate even small

dissident minorities, An such issues as family life education, for example.

Perhaps the most important thing about compromise solutions in

organizational conflict is that they are so frequentl.y satisfatory where the

fundamental .interests being protected have been clearly defined, and areas of

agreement can be seen: "The larger the area of agreement among different actors

on what would constitute a desirable solution, the better the chances for a

peaceful adjustment". (Dahl, 1963, p. 77). The most serious problem in arriving

at compromises is often preventing parties from adopting frozen positions. The

.
inability to be-flexible with these positions of course shifts the conflict

from a bargaining game to a zero sum game, to use iJhe terms common in game

theory. In the zero sum game, there is only one winner, and the outcome is

not compromise, but domination/defeat.

Integration is a very special and interesting kind of conflict out-

come in which the interests of all parties are satisfied without any losses

being involved. It is achieved by a very precise analysis of desired and

unacceptable outcomes, and is an ideal form of conflict resolution.

20
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Because integrative solutions require a very high degree of creative thought;

they are rarely found in practice. ,Certainly in disputes involving measurable
4

commodities, money power, voting strength; and so on, such a resolution

Is not kissible:

Conditions affecting the likelihood of peaceful adjustment have been.

identified (Dahl, 1963, pp.77-87).:1

1. "The likelihood of peaceful adjustment to a c ?nflict is increased if

there exist institutional arrangements that encourage consultation,

negotiation, the exploration of alternatives, and the search for

mutually beneficial solutions ".

2. "The more that conflicts are cumulative, the less likely is peaceful

adjustment".

3. Resource shortages reduce the I,ikelihoed of peaceful adjustment,

because compromises cannot be bought.

4. The extent to which peaceful adjustment has been successful in the past

I help to determine its usefulness ihra current conflict.

5. / "The closer the parties to a conflict approach equality in potential

coercive power, as they_perceive their situation , the greater the

likelihood of peaceful-adjustment".

6. "The likelihood of peaceful adjustment depends on the personality;

characteristics of,the individuals who influence the decisions of the

various parties to a conflict".

Based on this list of conditions, good conflict management could

certainly include attempting to build in appropriate conditions for peaceful

adjOtment . ,These would include extensive arrangementsfor consultation and

negotiation, such as the board-teacher liaison committees which_have

become popular, or part committees whicp,, provide useful reference points in

the event of a conflict.
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A brief case hist6ry.from our district may be usefa at this point.

' We had a large French elementary school, K - 8) enrolling 800.students, al-

1

though built for 500. We had built several miles south in a rapidly developing

subdivision a new school, designated as a Fre ch school, capable of accommo-

dating 450 students; We wished to move some of the 800 to the new 'school to

alleviate thelovercrowding. There was wide-spread agreement amongst parents

that this alleviatiori was necessary but no agreement on who should go, by

bus, to the other school. We asked the parent,commitIee.of the French school

to examine the problem and propose a solution.

The parent. committee examined.a number.of solutions, including two

major ones, the first one favoured by the administration of the district. A

number of students were already being.transporINA to the existing French school.

The simple solution was to transport those students to the new school. The

.second alternative, devised by the parent committee, was to split the schools

by grade level, on the grounds that la9ger age, groupings and hence more easily

teachable groups could thus be developed. The parent committee proposed a

split in which the existing school enrolled K - 5 students, and the new one

enrolled gradesi6 - 9, plus local K children.

A.great deal of discussion was carried on in the community with a

final general mbeting which was very well attended. A clear majority favoured

the grade level splitting even though this meant tat many students 'were

transported.

This little case history illustrates some elements of the conflict

model, and the conditions makihgfor peaceful resolution. First, the general

shared interests in alleviating overcrowding, and providing a second French

sohool modeled on the first, were very dominant, to the extent that the Board_

had already appointed the highly respected principal of the first school to the

new school, to make placement at the new school more acceRtable'to parents.

Additionally, neither party was loCked'into an inflexible position: the two,
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main alternatives were genuinely exploratory, and hence no one had a victory/

defeat stake in them.

With regard to the conditions for peaceftil VesOution, virtually

alk were met. The parent committee was established and had engaged in consul-
,

tatiOns with the Board previously (1). Although the Board haa-been in conflict

with other parent groups over two school closures, that conflict was not regarded

as relevant, so that there was no cumulative effect (2). Money was available"

to provide the additional transportation required by the parent committee's

favoured alternative (3). Previous minor conflicts within the parent

committee, and between the committee and the school and division administration

had been pedcefully resolved (4). Although the Board clearly had coercive

power available, its experiences with school closures had been so painfMI and

t. traumatic, Including boycotts, threatened intervention by provincial and even

federal authorities, and trustee electoral defeat, that both parties were

aware that the use of coercive power was unlikely (5). The school principal

concerned, the leaders of the parent committee, and Board members were all

relatively expert negotiators, with a.high degree of commitment to rational

liA
problem-solving (6).

This little case history illuStrates'one of the commonest kinds of

external conflict; for school administrators, that between the administration

of a school district and a group of clients. Since this is threatening as well

as common, I will give another illustration , in which further social science

insights will be brought to bear, in a case history involving the closure of

two small elementary schools (one French and one English).

Walton (1965) suggeSts that in intergroup conflicts there are two

alternative'strategies, the power strategy and the attitude change strategy.

Thesttbn be used Sequentially or alternately. In educational contexts, it is

likely that attitude change strategies, aimed at compromise outcomes, will be

23
used first with recourse to power strategies after. 041-1ettitude change
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strategy, the following elements are likely:

1. minimizing differences in goals and emphasizing co-operative strategies:

"We all have the ,Interest5, of the students in mind and can work together".

2. emphasizing the desirability.of a mutually satisfactory,actory o ooutcome; ."n one

profits from.onflicts between parents and the board".

3. refraining from harmful ,actions and statements; "We have not taken our

case to the media": 7

4. emphasizing mutual dependencies; "The district must have the co-operation

`of the parents"4

5. insuring equal status in negotiations; "We should set up a joint working

committee, with equal representation ".

6. attempting to understand motives and expectations; "We wish to give you.

every opportunity to state your position".

7. being open about intentions and rationale; "We have documented the

reasons for our proposed plan".

Obviously in many'instances such strategies do result in compromise decisions,

which are moderately satisfactory to both parties. However, should such

attempts to modify attitudes fall there-may be recourse by the groups to

power strategies. , In our case, this was initiated by school board resolutions,

noting the lack of alternatives and failure of negotiations, and announcing the

decisions to close the schools, despite parent protests. Parent reaction also
ti

exemplified power strategies, characterized by the following steps:

1. attempting to assert power; "We present the following petition signed

by 322 parent§".

2. threats to use the demonstrated power in embarrassing ways; "We will boycott'

the Schools".

5.. questioning .the goals and motivations of the other group; "What is the

real reason for wishing to close the schools"?

24
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4. increasing' ambiguity and confusion about the available informat n; "We

have gathered our own data on enrolments and ours are the'correct figures".

FromCthe point of view of the administrator involved in such conflicts,

several things can be said. First, it is desiFable to be abIe to identify

the point at which bargaining breaks .down, and power strategies become appro-

priate. The clearest indication is the extent to which positions are frozen,

so that the outcomes seen as essential by the parties are mutually exclusive

and non-negotiable. The only outcomes are then victory/defeat, or deadlock.

Second, at this point, the administrator should not try to avoid conflict,

but rather, try to minimize it and limit Its duration. Third, he.should get ti

his message to the Media first (rebuttals are always. weak) and often; he should

never refuse to speak, to the media, and always challenge the other group's.
PA

representations othe-situation. In presenting his case, he should simplilfy,

it as much as possible, even at the expense of precision. Fourth, he must

emphasize the legitimacy (Acted trustees) and responsibility of his group, .

o

and the illegitimacy and irresponsibility of the other group. School boycotts,

for example, while common, are very much a two-edged sword; a press release;

or better, 'an interview on this threat can emphasize the irresponsibliityof

anyone advocating boycotts. Finally, note that the leader of the oOposition

group will very likely-be elected to the Board at the next election:. The wise

administrator,caught up in such power strategies, had better ensure that

Board members are the main protagonists, and make all or most of the'public

statements. .

All of IIis_is based on the premise that the ppwer 5rtrategylflus1

be made to seem unworkable to the other party to the cQnflict. A return to
A.

. .

atittude change strategies sometime beaompepossible, :if-the leadership of
,

..,. e .
.

the other group is rational and sophisticated, and becoMesocoqvinced that the

.., . ..

pOw4 stteky will not pay off. Any offered:opRor'upities

:

for further negotia-

tions
z,

tions must4be accepted. To refuse to negotiate
.
iS al.wys poor

(

strategy.
,

.4.
.

2 fi
.

.
e

I'
.. P ee
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Frequently, of course, there is no possibility:of attitude change,

and power prevails. The consequences in the sh6rt run are both personally and

organizationally unpleasant.ohln our case they,ipcluded a school." boycott over

a period of weeks by a small group of parents and students, the Setting up of

an independent school, and substbntial oressUre from the premier and the

Secretary of State."-This concerned the French school only, of course. No-one

'was concerned about the closure of the English school, except the parents.

Since coping with external conflicts is more. difficult, and Are

threatening,-. this has been empha)sized. But internal conflicts also are beComing

commoner, given the increased power of teacher organizations. Generally

speaking, the administi:-ator seeking to manage internal conflicts has access

to an important source ofinfluence denied him in dealing with external conflicts.

"Most theorists agree . . that a major basis of influence is the

.

possession, or control, of valuedresources,*provided these can

be used'to facilitiate or hinder the goal attainment of another

agent. Econom is resources have this property, and these have been

especially stressed in analyses of power in society and economic

institutions. In recent years, pSychologically oriented theorists

have Ntintarned many human needs require resources, other, than

..

4 Acpnomicores, which an agent may control. As a resUlt.the..concept
1 ,

.
e 1,, 1." -. il * ,

' ' .... -of.Vesoarce is now'given a very wide range of refereq'ts"(Cartwright,. i . J.*. ,' , : bt -

V% .1, ',.. I .). . .. 1 C I ,.
..

.

V ^4
o

''. ' I
19o . i E45; p. 11,).:'

.

.
.4

.

,--)., -,. ..,,,c , ",. -
*. :

' 2
, This riot ion of .the irriporlanCepof resOmrtes is Oi course tesed.orc-anpxchange. .

. .
... ' :

; c l, -

.view of human reiatio5s.hips. Some theorists believe that "exchange-underlies

_. .t .

all human intergction"1 Wisuch
4

a conception "resources are traded for changes

A ,

in behaviour" (Carrwriight; 4965; 13. 1,6 citing- HoMans, 1958,p. 606 and

,
.

Gouixiner, 1960). .,I have descrpied.elsewhere the importande of.this,,,concept4on
.t,

1,
.. . .

.

for superordinvteAs orpinate relatiOnships, and control ;
.

.

mechanisms (Coleman, 1975)-:... ut

26
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AnOther feature of internal conflict favourable for the administrator

seeking to manage it is the availability and usefulness of written rules.

From the paint of view of the subordinate, written rules are important in that

they Serve to reduce the threat inherent in power (Cartwright, 1965, p. 36) by
A

delineating,acceptable behaviour. From the point of view of the superordinate,

rules are also useful in limiting internal conflicts:

"Rules in a, bureaucracy tend to structure, define, and limit the

conf They usually spell out how' one side or the other can

'ac conflict situations. Thus, under rules, behaviour is more

predictably and when conflict occurs it can take plade within
8

agreed-upon- limits"(LutZ, 1967,. 15. 96)..

In other respects, internal conflicts are similar to external

conflitts. There Is Often more readiness by administrators to use power

stratebies,' because more power is available, but this can be misleading. The

power Of a senior administrator can be considered a depleting resourQe, and

'its overutilization is likely both to.Solidify opposition and rars3doubts about

important management skills of the administrator. Power in resolving internal

conflict should only be used when all else fails, and, most importantly, when

vita.] organizational ini-erests are threatened.

---"\ Perhaps the most difficult thing for an administrator to deal with

in-coping with conflict is the,physical.stress, a good deal of it deriving from

Ivery real tears regarding professional survival. But stress cannot be avoided

in a senior position, and in moderate doses is-not necessarily harmful, pro-

vided your health is good. Generally, power strategies produce more stress,

and thuS it' is hardly necessary to recommend avoidance of power strategies to

experienced' administrators, because ttiey see the dangers. However, trustees

often get Impatient and'arbitrary,'and an important part of the administrator's

role may be to encourage trustees to adopt attitude change strategies, in

most conflicts, external and internal. From this point of view, the salary

27
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negotiations required by law are an important training ground for trustees.

Coping with conflict is increas gly the most important, interesting,

challenging, and rewarding aspect of the work of the senior administrator, in

my view: Educational organizations are peculiarly subject to entropy (i.e.

natural tendency to revert to chaos) and any aspect of the organization which

attracts one's attention is likely to be improvable, and any attempt to change

things to become an issue, a new source'of conflict.

"The increased pluralization:and polificization of education, with the

resulting frequency of occurrence of the political model of decision-Making,

will increase the amount of conflict in educational organizations, as will the

current resurgence of conservative social and politicarviews. The job of the

senbradministrator vilLincreasingly resemble,thliof the professional

negotra+or, or mediator. Fortunately, the role if principal has increasingly

taken on similar elements; so that this most common training-gr'ound for seniop.

administrators should increasingly be,functional.

At the risk of seeming ungrateful to the sponsors of this conference,

I cannot say as much for university preparation programs, at present: Perhaps

all prospective 'senior,administrators should be required to serve as negotiations

chairman for their union lodai, or in some similar activity. _Recently, the

Board of the Winnipeg School Division, far the largest in Manitoba, appointed

as Superintendent a men whose main experience in education was serving for

16 years aS the negotiator for the Winnipeg Teachers' Associatidn. His

expertise, clearly, is in coping with conf4. It is an unusual route to the

superintendency, but a sign of the time.
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